
The Space for Free Arts accessibility information

The Space for Free Arts is located in Sörnäinen in Katri Vala park’s air-raid shelter across from
the address Vilhovuorenkuja 16. You can reach the space by metro (station: Sörnäinen), bus
(e.g. 61, 64, 65, 66, 67, 71) or tram (1, 6, 7, 8).

Walking route from Sörnäinen
metro station to Vapaan
Taiteen Tila.

There are two uphills on
both sides of
Vilhovuorenkatu leading up
to the space’s gate. In front
of the gate there is a short
cobbled downhill path
leading to the main door.
The doorway is spacious
and, if necessary, both of
the outside doors can be
opened. There is also a
threshold in the doorway.

Uphill facing Sörnäinen metro station in                    Entrance to The Space for Free Art.
Vilhovuorenkatu



There is a concrete-floored downhill from the door that leads to the air-raid shelter. The space is
underground. There are ramps that have been placed on top of the downhill thresholds. The
door leading to the event space is wide. There is also a threshold in the doorway.

Main entrance doorway and the threshold.                       Concrete-floor downhill and ramps towards
the performance space.

There are two toilets in the space, which are located on the right side of the event space when
viewed from the doorway. A low gradual uphill leads to the toilets. The toilets are small and do
not have support handles or armrests.

The gradual uphill to the toilets. A photo of one of the toilets.



The website of the space (https://vapaantaiteentila.fi/en/info/#tilan-tiedot) provides the following
detailed information about the dimensions of the location:

● The doorstep is 2,5cm high and the door 127cm wide (it’s also possible to open another
door next to this one).

● There’s another downhill (20m) inside with concrete floor.
● On the way down there are two ramps (wide 80cm) going over footsteps (high 13cm).
● Doorstep to the performance space is 5,5cm high and the door 127cm wide (it’s also

possible to open another door next to this one). Doorstep in toilet 3cm and wide of the
door 70cm.

Welcome!

https://vapaantaiteentila.fi/en/info/#tilan-tiedot

